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The Benefits
Drawdown Pension (including Flexible Drawdown)

This factsheet is designed to give an overview
of one of the ways of taking benefits from a SIPP
or SSAS. Although this factsheet concentrates on
drawdown pension, it should be noted that the option
to purchase an annuity is available at any time.
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• When are income limits reviewed?

• Can a lump sum be taken?

• Do all the member’s rights have
to go into Capped Drawdown?

• Is there a limit on the income that
can be taken?

• Why do you sometimes issue more
than one valuation each year?

be taken?

• What are the mechanics for paying
an income?
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Drawdown Pension
When can drawdown pension be taken?

For a drawdown pension year that commenced prior to

Drawdown pension can normally only be taken from

27 March 2014, the maximum annual income may be 120%

the age of 55, however, there are exceptions where

of the basis amount. In such a scenario, where the member is

benefits can be taken earlier:

in receipt of only 120% of the basis amount, they may on the

a) Where the member has a specific occupation and
was already a member of a pension scheme for that

anniversary of the reference period following 26 March 2014
elect to increase this to 150% of the basis amount:

employment prior to 6 April 2006, they can commence

Where a member meets certain criteria, it is possible to

benefits at an earlier age; often 35. In these circumstances,

draw income in excess of the maximum outlined above;

the retirement age is referred to as being ‘protected’.

indeed it is possible for a member to access the whole of

This protection is scheme specific and may be lost if the

their drawdown fund. This is known as flexible drawdown.

member transfers to another scheme post 6 April 2006,

In order to access flexible drawdown, the member must

unless they adhere to certain ‘conditions’. Please refer

make a valid declaration that they meet the flexible

to the Protected Retirement Age and Block Transfer

drawdown conditions. These conditions are:

factsheets for further information.
b) Anyone permanently incapacitated, and who cannot

a) The member at the time of the declaration has to be in
receipt of relevant income and the level of income paid

carry on their normal occupation, or an occupation of

before the end of the tax year in which the declaration

a similar nature. This is a matter of fact, and medical

is made is at least £12,000. This minimum level of

evidence is required.

income is known as the minimum income requirement.

James Hay Partnership offers capped drawdown pension

Relevant income includes lifetime annuities, and in

and where the member meets the relevant criteria, we also

certain circumstances scheme pensions, payable from a

offer flexible drawdown pension.

registered pension scheme. State pensions and certain

The option to stop taking a drawdown pension
and purchase an annuity is always available.

payments from the Financial Assistance Scheme are
also included.
b) No contributions have been paid by the member, or on
their behalf, to any money purchase registered pension

Can a lump sum be taken?
When a member commences drawdown pension,
excluding members with transitional protection, normally
up to 25% of the fund value, or 25% of the standard
lifetime allowance (if lower) can be taken as a pension

scheme in the tax year in which the declaration is made.
c) At the time of the declaration, the member is not an
active member of a defined benefit registered pension
scheme or cash balance registered pension scheme.

commencement lump sum.

What are the mechanics for paying an income?
Is there a limit on the income that can
be taken?
Income limits must be set up to accommodate the
payment of capped drawdown pension. The maximum

Any required capped drawdown income must be paid
to the member in each successive 12 month period that
commences from when benefits start. In the case of
flexible drawdown there is no such requirement.

annual income payable is 150% of the basis amount, as

Within certain constraints, members can choose the

calculated using the Government Actuary’s Department

frequency of when they receive their income, i.e. monthly,

(GAD) tables. The minimum income is nil. For more

quarterly, half yearly or annually and either in advance or

information on the basis amount, please see the

in arrears as appropriate.

GAD calculations factsheet.
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At James Hay Partnership all the income, including flexible

Provided the next income anniversary date does not coincide

drawdown, is paid under the PAYE system. It is therefore

with the start of the next reference period an automatic

important that the member provides their latest tax coding

review will be carried out when the member’s capped

to ensure we can deduct the correct amount of tax. In the

drawdown fund is reduced because of a pension sharing

absence of such information, we will deduct what we

order as a result of divorce, or an annuity is purchased with

believe to be the appropriate rate of tax. We then advise

some of the capped drawdown fund. The new limit will

HMRC, and if necessary they will issue a revised tax coding.

apply from the next income anniversary, though the

We invite members to review their chosen income level
within the calculated limits on an annual basis.

When are the income limits reviewed?
On the date funds are first designated to provide
drawdown pension and every three years thereafter, the
maximum income must be reviewed to ensure the Capped

existing reference period would be unaltered.
* Having asked for the recalculation, the new limit will apply, even if the
maximum income level has decreased.

Do all the member’s rights have to go into
Capped Drawdown?
No. Partial income withdrawal is allowed.

Drawdown Fund can continue to provide the income for

If a member has a protected retirement age or

life. This three year period is referred to as the ‘reference

scheme specific lump sum protection, these are lost

period’. The reference period in which the member attains

if partial income withdrawal is taken. Please refer to

age 75 will end on the anniversary of the reference period

the relevant factsheets for further details.

immediately following this, whereupon reviews will
be carried out on an annual basis.
The member can ask for the income level to be
recalculated* at the next anniversary of the reference
period. If we agree, the maximum income will be
recalculated and a new reference period will start
from that anniversary date.

Why do you sometimes issue more than one
annual valuation each year?
In these cases, members will have more than one tranche
of income and as each is treated separately, the member
has the opportunity to revise the level of income for each,
within the current minimum and maximum each year.

Important Information: This factsheet is issued by the James Hay Technical Support Unit for use by financial advisers in
connection with products provided by James Hay Partnership. James Hay Partnership does not accept any liability if the
information provided in this document is used for any other purpose. This factsheet is based on our understanding of current
UK legislation and HMRC practice at the date this document was produced. The tax treatment depends on the individual
circumstances of each client and may be subject to change in the future.

James Hay Parnership is able to provide literature in alternative formats. The formats available are: Large Print (as
recommended by RNIB), Braille, Audio Tape and PC Disk. If you would like to receive this document in an alternative
format please contact us on 0845 850 4455. For the hard of hearing and / or speech impaired, please use the
Typetalk service via 18001 0845 850 4455.
James Hay Partnership is the trading name of James Hay Insurance Company Limited (JHIC) (registered in Jersey number 77318); IPS Pensions Limited (IPS) (registered in England number 2601833); James Hay Administration
Company Limited (JHAC) (registered in England number 4068398); James Hay Pension Trustees Limited (JHPT) (registered in England number 1435887); James Hay Wrap Managers Limited (JHWM) (registered in England number
4773695); James Hay Wrap Nominee Company Limited (JHWNC) (registered in England number 7259308); PAL Trustees Limited (PAL) (registered in England number 1666419); Santhouse Pensioneer Trustee Company Limited
(SPTCL) (registered in England number 1670940); Sarum Trustees Limited (SarumTL) (registered in England number 1003681); Sealgrove Trustees Limited (STL) (registered in England number 1444964); The IPS Partnership Plc (IPS
Plc) (registered in England number 1458445); Union Pension Trustees Limited (UPT) (registered in England number 2634371) and Union Pensions Trustees (London) Limited (UPTL) (registered in England number 1739546). JHIC
has its registered office at 3rd Floor, 37 Esplanade, St Helier, Jersey, JE2 3QA. IPS, JHAC, JHPT, JHWM, JHWNC, SPTCL, SarumTL and IPS Plc have their registered office at Trinity House, Buckingway Business Park, Anderson Road,
Swavesey, Cambs CB24 4UQ. PAL, STL, UPT and UPTL have their registered office at Dunn’s House, St Paul’s Road, Salisbury, SP2 7BF. JHIC is regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission and JHAC, JHWM, IPS and IPS
Plc are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. The provision of Small Self Administered Schemes (SSAS) and trustee and/or administration services for SSAS are not regulated by the FCA. Therefore, IPS and
IPS Plc are not regulated by the FCA in relation to these schemes or services.(01/14)
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